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- Yvette Richardson, Pennsylvania State – Chair
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- Cecilia Bitz, University of Washington
- Simona Bordoni, Cal Tech
- John Braun, UCAR
- Daniel Cziczo, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
- Jennifer Griswold, University of Hawaii
- Gannett Haller, University of Utah
- Katharine Hayhoe, Texas Tech University
- Eric Hoffman, Plymouth State University
- Tracey Holloway, University of Wisconsin, Madison
- Brian Mapes, University of Miami
- Rachel Pinker, University of Maryland
- Allison Steiner, University of Michigan
- Mike Wiltberger, NCAR
- Kristie Boering, University of California, Berkeley (Trustee Liaison)
Charge of PACUR

Assist the UCAR President in improving communications between UCAR and the Members.

PACUR builds and reinforces relationships between UCAR management and its membership. PACUR acts as an advisory committee to the President, proposing agenda items for Members Meetings and proposing activities and programs for UCAR to undertake.
Over the past year

• Conversations about how to best solicit support from member universities for the re-compete

• “Share your UCAR Experiences” Initiative
  http://president.ucar.edu/university-relations/pacur/share-your-ucar-experiences

• Provided representatives to the PRP and the UCAR President Search Committee

• Developed plans for the Members Meeting

• Visited Capitol Hill and UCAR Member Howard University
Visits to Capitol Hill
UVisit & UMatch

- UVisit provides support for NCAR and UCP scientists and engineers to come to universities to participate in collaborative research, teach a class or workshop, give lectures, provide support to facilities...

- UMatch helps the university community find potential collaborators within NCAR and UCP. UMatch was rolled out with a new web interface [https://president.ucar.edu/university-relations/umatch](https://president.ucar.edu/university-relations/umatch) and greater staff participation.

- Information on both services can be found on the UCAR University Relations webpage or from the UCAR home page just search UVisit or UMatch.
PACUR needs your input

• PACUR tries to represent the thoughts of the member community—we are here to listen and carry your concerns and ideas forward

• We are happy to keep concerns anonymous!

• We are happy to put ideas into action!
REMINDER

Breakfast with PACUR

Tomorrow morning
7:30am